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In his Farewell Orders to the Continental Army on November 2, 1783, 
General George Washington shared his impressions 

on the stunning accomplishments of America’s Continental Army.

“Little Short of a Standing Miracle”

“The disadvantageous circumstances on our part, 
under which the war was undertaken, can never be forgotten. 

The singular interpositions of Providence 
in our feeble condition were such, 

as could scarcely escape the attention 
of the most unobserving; while the unparalleled perseverance 

of the Armies of the United States, 
through almost every possible suffering and discouragement 

for the space of eight long years, 
was a little short of a standing miracle.”
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A Standing Miracle tells 
the amazing story of 

America’s struggle for independence.

FROM PEAC E  TO  WAR
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The American colonists lived in peaceful harmony under British rule in the years prior to the 
American Revolution. King George III and Parliament had little interest in the growing colonies 
during the late 17th and early 18th centuries. 

During that time the colonists enjoyed tranquil peace, freedom and prosperity. They 
experienced limited self-government and were able to tax themselves with little interference 
from the British monarchy. The colonists were proud to be part of the British Empire and to call 
themselves Englishmen.

In 1696, they experienced new freedom when Parliament passed the Salutary Act that relaxed 
the enforcement of regulations and laws that had been imposed on the 13 colonies. As a result, 
the Americans had more flexibility to govern themselves, as well as the economic and political 
freedom to achieve greater prosperity. 

However, the Salutary Act did not prevent Parliament from passing laws that restricted the 
manufacture of wool, hats, pig iron and iron bars; imposed heavy taxes on molasses, rum and 
sugar imported from non-British colonies; and regulated overseas trade that protected the profits 
of English merchants while severely limiting the ability of Americans to trade with non-British 
companies.

British authorities reversed the Salutary Act’s policies after the French and Indian War.
King George III’s first act was to issue the Proclamation of 1763 that prohibited American 

settlers from establishing homes in territory west of the Appalachian Mountains.
His Proclamation was followed by a long list of offensive taxes, tariffs, restrictions, rules 

and penalties. Each new tax and restriction prompted the colonists to begin thinking about 
independence from the British government.

A Standing Miracle tells the incredible story of how 
the American colonists moved from being British subjects 
to becoming citizens of the United States of America. The 
book chronicles 20 years of struggles and sacrifices the 
Americans endured to obtain freedom from British 
domination. Comprehensive-yearly timelines and 
short narratives provide insights into the events and 
activities that produced a revolution and the Declaration 
of Independence. The story is enhanced by a variety 
of diverse topics that highlight the personal side of 
this amazing miracle. Another feature is the host of 
reproductions of original documents and color images 
that help to visualize this multifaceted historical event. 

A Standing Miracle is the timeless story of the brave 
men and women who achieved the impossible – the 
creation of the Unites States of America.

FROM PEAC E  TO  WAR
Independence Not Easily Nor Quickly Achieved
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1763

The seeds of conflict between the 
American colonies and Great Britain started 
months after the French and Indian War 
ended in 1763.

The French and Indian War was fought 
because of an ongoing dispute between Great 
Britain and France about who controlled 
the land between the British and French 
territories in northern North American. 
Before the war started in 1754, Great Britain 
controlled the territory occupied by the 13 
colonies east of the Appalachian Mountains. 
France controlled the large area west of the 
Appalachians that extended from Louisiana 
to Canada. 

The disputed territory centered around 
France’s expansion into the Ohio River 
Valley which conflicted with Britain’s 
claims. The lucrative fur trade and access to 
the Mississippi River added to the tensions 
between the two countries.

After years of fighting, the war ended 
with Great Britain the victor. The terms 
of the 1763 Treaty of Paris awarded Great 
Britain the vast French territory east of 
the Mississippi River and north of Spanish 
Florida. King George III’s government was 
left with an enormous debt, uncertainty 
about how to govern the new territory, and 
how to keep peace with the Indians.  

Long Struggle for Independence Began

• FEBRUARY 10 - BRITISH ACTION: The French and Indian War ended with Great 
Britain winning control of Canada and the American Midwest.
• OCTOBER 7 - BRITISH ACTION: King George III issued the Proclamation of 
1763 that forbid colonists from settling on land west of the Appalachian Mountains and 
required those already living there to move east.

American Colonies Before the Revolutionary War
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King George III issued the Royal Proclamation of 1763 on October 7 following Great Britain’s victory 
in the French and Indian War. Because of the victory, Great Britain acquired a vast, rich territory in North 
America. The Proclamation closed the frontier to colonial expansion west of the Appalachian Mountains, 
including the Ohio, Tennessee and Florida territories.   

The King’s original intent was to reserve the land for the Indian tribes that fought alongside British troops 
during the war. He wanted to avoid future conflicts between American settlers and the Indians.

Americans saw the Proclamation as an infringement on their rights. This greatly angered his American 
subjects, but it did not stop them from continuing to move west. Wagon loads of pioneering families, led 
by men like Daniel Boone, traveled across the 
mountains to settle on the rich, fertile lands 
beyond the Appalachian Mountains.

The Proclamation of 
1763 was the first in a 
long list of British 
policies, taxes 
and actions that 
would lead to 
the American 
Revolution 
and the 
Declaration of 
Independence.

King George III Closed Frontier to Colonials
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• Patriots wanted the American colonies to be 
independent from the British monarchy. 
• Patriots believed 
the British 
government was 
treating them 
unjustly and unfairly.
• Patriots wanted to 
govern themselves 
in their own 
independent country.

Who Were the Patriots?

The Colonies
When the Colonies Were Founded:

1607 – Virginia
1620 – Massachusetts
1626 – New York 
1633 – Maryland
1636 – Rhode Island
1636 – Connecticut
1638 – Delaware
1638 – New Hampshire
1653 – North Carolina
1663 – South Carolina
1664 – New Jersey
1682 – Pennsylvania
1732 – Georgia

Three Types of British Colonies
• ROYAL COLONIES were governed 
directly by the British government through a 
royal governor appointed by the Crown: New 
Hampshire, New York, New Jersey, Virginia,  
North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia.
• CHARTER COLONIES were granted to business owners who established the laws based on English 
laws: Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Virginia.
• PROPRIETARY COLONIES were owned by one person or a family: Delaware, Maryland and 
Pennsylvania. The proprietor had full governing rights.

The colonies were established to provide raw materials that would benefit the British economy and help 
grow the British Empire. They were allowed to exercise limited self-government and to collect taxes, under 
the supervision of royal government officials.

• Loyalists wanted to remain part of the 
British empire and enjoy the security and 

benefits of being British citizens.
• Loyalists believed their lives would 
be better if they lived under British 
rule instead of a patriot government.
• Loyalists were afraid that American 
independence would end or jeopardize 
their business or family connections 
in England.

Who Were the Loyalists?
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• APRIL 5 - BRITISH ACTION: The British Parliament passed the Sugar Act to 
offset the war debt from the French and Indian War, and to help pay the expenses of 
running the colonies and governing the newly acquired territories.
• MAY 28 - AMERICAN ACTION: At a Boston town meeting, James Otis raised the 
issue of “taxation without representation” – a phrase that he reportedly coined. He also 
urged a united response of opposition to the laws imposed by the King and Parliament. 
• JULY - AMERICAN ACTION: James Otis published The Rights of the British 
Colonies Asserted and Proved. He denied Parliament’s authority to tax the colonies and 
favored American representation in Parliament. His paper argued that English liberties 
provided protection from internal taxation without representation in Parliament and 
provided safeguards against threats to life, liberty and property. 
• AUGUST - AMERICAN ACTION: Boston merchants agreed to boycott British 
luxury goods.
• SEPTEMBER 1 - BRITISH ACTION: The Currency Act approved by Parliament 
prohibited the colonists from issuing legal tender paper money. The goal was to 
destabilize the American economy. AMERICAN RESPONSE: Colonists became 
united in their opposition to the Currency Act.

James Otis, The Rights of the 
British Colonies Asserted and Proved

Third Edition printed in 1766.

James Otis argued that Americans had the same rights and 
privileges as all “fellow subjects in Great Britain.” His pamphlet 
was a protest to the Sugar Act. He became a leader in America’s 
fight against King George III’s tyrannical rule. 

He wrote: “Every British subject born on the continent of 
America . . . is by the law of God and nature, by the common 
law, and by acts of parliament, entitled to all the natural, 
essential, inherent and inseparable rights of our fellow subjects 
in Great Britain. . . . The end of government being the good 
of mankind, points out its great duties: It is above all things to 
provide for the security, the quiet, and happy enjoyment of life, 
liberty and property.”

Communications, Currency & Taxes, Taxes, Taxes!

1764
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Parliament enacted the Sugar Tax on April 5, 
1764. It was an extension of the 1733 Molasses 
Act. The overall goal was to raise revenue from 
the American colonists to defray the military 
costs of protecting the colonies, and to repay the 
huge debt left from the French and Indian War.

Parliament wanted to discourage colonial 
merchants from smuggling molasses and other 
goods into the colonies. Merchants did not pay 
taxes on smuggled items.

The Sugar Act reduced the tax on molasses 
and sugar to encourage colonial merchants 
to buy molasses from British colonies instead 
of smuggling it from French and Spanish 
colonies. The Act also included provisions 
that strengthened the enforcement of 

smuggling laws.

Parliament passed the Currency Act on September 1, 1764, 
which prohibited the issue of new paper money and the reissue of 
existing paper money throughout the 13 colonies.

Because of the mercantile system that the colonies worked 
under, there was always a shortage of hard currency (silver and 
gold) to conduct trade and commerce. Silver and gold coins could 
only be obtained through British regulated trade. That left the 
colonies with only one alternative, to print their own money. 
However, this posed a major problem. The value of colonial 
bills was always changing because the money was not backed by 
anything of standard value, like gold or silver. This forced many 
merchants, citizens and British businessmen to refuse to accept the 
almost worthless paper money.

The Currency Act did not benefit the colonies; it only benefited 
British business interests. 

Three Pence Note
The Three Pence note was issued in the 
Province of Pennsylvania. It was printed 
by Benjamin Franklin and David Hall.

British Took Control of 
the Colonial Economy

Sugar Act Attempted to Stop Colonial Smuggling

The Currency Act approved by Parliament 
prohibited the colonists from issuing 

legal tender paper money. 
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The Stamp Act that passed Parliament on March 22, 1765, was 
the first internal tax directly levied on the American colonists. 
It taxed all legal documents, newspapers, almanacs, pamphlets, 
broadsides, ship’s papers, licenses, dice and playing cards.

The purpose of the tax was to help pay for British soldiers to 
defend and protect the American frontier – the area beyond the 
Appalachian Mountains.

Prior to the Stamp Act, colonial taxes were to regulate 
commerce, not to raise money. American colonists were afraid the 
Stamp Act had paved the way for similar taxes without first getting 
the consent of the colonial legislatures or through direct American 
representation in Parliament.

The Stamp Act was repealed in 1766. However, Parliament enacted the Declaratory Act at the same time, 
which reaffirmed Parliament’s authority to pass any legislation it deemed necessary for the colonies.

Parliament Increased Pressure

1765

First Direct Tax on the Colonists

• MARCH 22 - BRITISH ACTION: Parliament passed the Stamp Act to offset the high 
costs of British military operation in America. AMERICAN RESPONSE: Colonists quickly 
united in opposition to the Stamp Act taxes.
• MARCH 24 - BRITISH ACTION: Parliament’s Quartering Act required colonists to 
lodge British troops in their homes and provide them with food.
• MAY 30 - AMERICAN ACTION: The Virginia House of Burgesses adopted resolutions 
entitled the Virginia Resolves, which were written and presented by Patrick Henry.
• JULY - AMERICAN ACTION: The Sons of Liberty, an underground organization 
opposed to the Stamp Act, was formed in Boston.
• OCTOBER 7 to 25 - AMERICAN ACTION: The Stamp Act Congress convened in 
New York City with 27 men representing 9 colonies. Congress adopted The Declaration of 
Rights and Grievances that included 13 resolutions which were sent to King George III and 
Parliament. BRITISH ACTION: The King rejected the petition because he claimed it was 
submitted by an unconstitutional assembly.
• NOVEMBER 1 - AMERICAN ACTION: Most business and legal transactions in the 
colonies were terminated when the Stamp Act went into effect. Nearly all the colonists 
refused to use the stamps. 
• DECEMBER 13 - BRITISH ACTION: British Major General Thomas Gage, commander 
of English military forces in America, asked the New York Assembly to force the colonists to 
comply with the Quartering Act. 
• DECEMBER - AMERICAN ACTION: The boycott of English imports spread as more 
than 200 Boston merchants joined the movement.

Patrick Henry protested the Stamp Act.
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Colonies United to Fight Stamps

Patrick Henry introduced a series of resolutions to the Virginia 
House of Burgesses on May 29, 1765. His resolutions were in 
response to the Stamp Act that taxed every piece of printed paper 
the American colonists used. 

Henry was a new member and had only served for nine days. 
He was an outspoken opponent of British policies.

The Virginia Resolves disputed Parliament’s right to tax 
American colonists and stated that colonial assemblies possessed 
the exclusive power to tax their citizens.

By the end of 1765, eight other colonies had adopted  
similar resolves.

“Caesar had his Brutus, Charles the First his Cromwell; and George 
the Third may profit by their example. If this be treason, make 
the most of it.”      - Patrick Henry’s speech to the Virginia House of Burgesses 
     on the Virginia Resolves.

The Stamp Act Congress was the first time representatives from the colonies had ever met to work on 
common problems. Twenty-seven delegates from nine colonies met from October 7-25, 1765, in New York 
City’s Federal Hall. New Hampshire, Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia did not send representatives.

In addition to adopting a unified protest against the Stamp Act, the delegates issued a Declaration of 
Rights and Grievances that stated:  

• As British subjects, they had the same rights as British subjects living in Britain.
• Only the colonial assemblies had a right to tax the colonies. 
• They were free from taxes except those they had given their consent.
• They had the right to trial by jury.
The Declaration of Rights and Grievances was sent to King George III and Parliament along with a 

request that Parliament repeal the Stamp Act, the Sugar Act and the Currency Act.

Stamp Act

Parliament’s Taxing Authority Questioned

Parliament passed the Quartering Act 
on March 24, 1765.  The Americans 

did not want British soldiers living and 
eating in their homes. But, there was 

nothing they could do about it. 
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Newspaper notice announcing 
a Sons of Liberty meeting.

The Sons of Liberty was a secret organization 
established to undermine British rule in colonial 
America. Its origins are unclear, but the earliest 
historical references are found in Boston and New 
York in 1765. Popular belief is that the organization 
was started by Samuel Adams and John Hancock after news 
of the Stamp Act became known. Their motto was, “No 
taxation without representation.”

Membership consisted of males from all walks of colonial 
society. By 1766, Sons of Liberty chapters were in every colony. 

Their public demonstrations, fear and intimidation tactics, and 
the stockpiling of arms and ammunition, helped to undermine 
British authority. They provided the spirit and enthusiasm, and were 
the foot soldiers of a movement that paved the way for America’s 
independence.

Secret Organization 
Paved the Way

Sons of Liberty

• JANUARY - AMERICAN ACTION:  The New York Assembly refused to comply 
with General Gage’s request to enforce the Quartering Act.
• MARCH 18 - BRITISH ACTION: Parliament passed the Declaratory Act that 
asserted that the British government had total power to legislate any laws governing the 
American colonies.
• MARCH 18 - BRITISH ACTION: Parliament repealed the Stamp Act.
• APRIL - AMERICAN ACTION: Celebrations took place throughout the colonies 
with the news that the Stamp Act had been repealed. The repeal caused a relaxation of 
the American boycott of English goods.
• AUGUST - AMERICAN ACTION: Violence broke out in New York between 
British soldiers and armed colonists. The violence erupted because many New Yorkers 
refused to comply with the Quartering Act. 
• DECEMBER 13 - BRITISH ACTION: Major General Thomas Gage suspended the 
New York Assembly for refusing to comply with the Quartering Act. This was done to 
make an example to the other colonies.

1766 Resistance Continues
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Parliament passed the Declaratory Act on March 18, 1766, as a 
reaction to America’s rejection of the Stamp Act. Parliament and 
the King did not expect this law to be controversial.  

Parliament also repealed the Stamp Act at the same time.
The Declaratory Act made it crystal clear that:
• Parliament had full power and authority to make laws 

binding the American colonies “in all cases whatsoever,” 
including the right to tax.

• The American colonies were under the authority of the 
British crown, and any colonial laws or regulations that denied or 
questioned Parliament’s power and authority were null and void.

The colonists were outraged by this new law. They did 
not believe the British government had the right to control 
their lives and property, especially a governing body that was 
thousands of miles away and knew nothing about their lives, 
economy or customs. 

“I rejoice that America has resisted,” stated William Pitt, 
a member of the British Parliament, when he learned that 
Americans had vigorously opposed the Declaratory Act.

Declaratory Act: Parliament Tightened Controls

Parliament 
wanted the 

Americans to 
know that they 
had full control 

over the colonies, 
not their local 
governments.
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1767
Parliament Imposed Townshend Acts

• JUNE 15 - BRITISH ACTION: Parliament adopted the New York Restraining 
Act - the first of the Townshend Acts - that forbade the New York Assembly and the 
governor from making laws until they agreed to comply with the Quartering Act. 
• JUNE 29 - BRITISH ACTION: Parliament passed three additional Townshend 
Acts: the Revenue Act that imposed tariffs on glass, lead, painters colors, tea and paper 
imported to America; the Indemnity Act that reduced taxes on East India Company tea; 
and the Commissioners of Customs Act that authorized tougher enforcement of custom 
regulations.
• OCTOBER - AMERICAN ACTION: Town meeting in Boston renewed its call for 
a boycott of British luxury items.

East India 
Company 
Insignia

END OF SAMPLE


